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The diurnal cycle of water ice on comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
M. C. De Sanctis1, F. Capaccioni1, M. Ciarniello1, G. Filacchione1, M. Formisano1, S. Mottola2, A. Raponi1, F. Tosi1,
D. Bockelée-Morvan3, S. Erard3, C. Leyrat3, B. Schmitt4, E. Ammannito1,5, G. Arnold2, M. A. Barucci3, M. Combi6, M. T. Capria1,
P. Cerroni1, W.-H. Ip7, E. Kuehrt2, T. B. McCord8, E. Palomba1, P. Beck4, E. Quirico4 & the VIRTIS Team*

Observations of cometary nuclei have revealed a very limited
amount of surface water ice1–7, which is insufficient to explain
the observed water outgassing. This was clearly demonstrated on
comet 9P/Tempel 1, where the dust jets (driven by volatiles) were
only partially correlated with the exposed ice regions8. The obser-
vations6,7 of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko have revealed that
activity has a diurnal variation in intensity arising from changing
insolation conditions. It was previously concluded that water
vapour was generated in ice-rich subsurface layers with a transport
mechanism linked to solar illumination1–3,5, but that has not hith-
erto been observed. Periodic condensations of water vapour very
close to, or on, the surface were suggested3,9 to explain short-lived
outbursts seen near sunrise on comet 9P/Tempel 1. Here we report
observations of water ice on the surface of comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko, appearing and disappearing in a cyclic pattern that
follows local illumination conditions, providing a source of loca-
lized activity. This water cycle appears to be an important process
in the evolution of the comet, leading to cyclicalmodification of the
relative abundance of water ice on its surface.
The Visible Infrared and Thermal Imaging Spectrometer VIRTIS10

has collected data of high spatial (7–25 m per pixel) and spectral
resolution since the Rosetta spacecraft approached the nucleus of
comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko in August 2014. The reflec-
tance spectra, taken in different areas over the illuminated regions of
the comet’s nucleus, show a broad absorption band at 2.8–3.6 mm,

attributed to organic compounds. The absence of pure water ice
absorption bands indicates an upper limit of about 1% (by volume)
of water ice, in very limited surface regions, at VIRTIS resolution4.
Figure 1 shows a small region of the ‘neck’ (longitude 325u6 4uE,

latitude 31u6 5uN, called Hapi) of the comet, located between the
small and large lobes of the nucleus, observed at different rotational
phases after one or more comet rotations. During each rotation, this
regionmoves into the shadows projected by the head (the smaller lobe)
bulge. VIRTIS observes variations in the absorption band near 3 mmas
this regionmoves out of the shadowand becomes illuminated (Fig. 2a).
In this case we observe a clear alteration of the organic compounds
band, with a broadening, a shift towards shorter wavelengths and a
strong increase in depthwith decreasing illumination. The band centre
shifts from 3.226 0.05mm to 3.126 0.05mm, its short-wavelength
shoulder shifts from 2.826 0.05mm to 2.716 0.05mm, and the band
depth relative to the continuum increases from 0.206 0.03 to
0.606 0.03. We also observe a flattening of the continuum slope
and a reduced thermal emission as the 3-mm band depth increases.
The stronger 3-mm band and the flattening of the continuum sug-

gest exposed water ice, in addition to the organic material ubiquitously
present on the comet’s surface4. The spectral ratio (Fig. 2) between the
spectrum of a pixel close to the shadow and the spectrum of an illu-
minated pixel shows the presence of a strong ice band extending from
2.7mm to 3.6mm,while the other water ice bands at 1.5mmand 2.0mm
are not detected11 (see Extended Data Fig. 1). The 3-mmwater band is
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Figure 1 | Images of the ice-rich area. a, Rosetta
Optical Navigation Camera (OPNAV) context
image of the region under study (red box);
b–e, VIRTIS image at 0.7mm of the region in the
red box of a. The data inb, c anddwere acquired on
12, 13 and 14 September 2014, respectively. The
VIRTIS data in b and c are separated by,12 h,
corresponding to,1 comet rotation,while the data
in c and d are separated by 37.3 h, corresponding
to ,3 comet rotations. The coloured dots in
b indicate the zones fromwhich the spectra in Fig. 2
are taken. Panel e is the same as d, but stretched
to see the jet (white arrows).
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clearly present in all the pixels located at the border of the shadowed
region. The same region has been observed again one and four nucleus
revolutions12 later (Fig. 1b–d) under slightly different illumination
conditions, as shown by the shadows which cover different areas.
Nevertheless, in each observation, the presence and change in the

water absorption band depth is controlled by the shadow location
and not by the specific surface region. VIRTIS observes areas in which
the spectra display progressive 3-mm band weakening as the region
moves into greater illumination. Shadowed areas are slightly different
from the illuminated regions in the VIRTIS observations (Fig. 1b–d),
and ice-rich and ice-free pixels change according to their distance from
the shadow: ice-free pixels in the first observation (Fig. 1b) show the ice
signature (‘ice-rich’) on the following observation (Fig. 1c, d) where
they are now closer to the shadow.
Using optical constants13–16 and scattering theory17, wemodelled the

spectra as an intimate mixture of ice and a dark non-ice component
(Methods, Extended Data Figs 1 and 2) and derived water-ice abund-
ance maps (Fig. 3). The fit of the spectra requires a relative abundance
of up to 10–15% of water ice intimately mixed with the non-ice
component, as shown in the ice distribution maps (Fig. 3a). The maps
indicate that the maximum quantity of ice is found very close to the
shadows in all the observations, even if the pixels close to the shadows
are at a different location on the comet surface.
The spectra also showdifferences at wavelengths longer than 3.6mm,

owing to variations of the thermal emission as the region moves into
reduced solar illumination, with a correlation of a stronger 3-mm band
with a weaker thermal emission, thus with lower temperatures. The
nucleus surface temperatures were retrieved from the long-wavelength
portion (.4.5mm) of the VIRTIS spectra18. The temperatures retrieved
for the pixels near the shadows are atmost 160Kwith an uncertainty of
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Figure 2 | Spectra of the ice-rich areas. a, Spectra from Fig. 1b going from
illuminated pixels to shadow. Black, red and cyan spots in Fig. 1b correspond
to black, red and cyan spectra, respectively, taken at steps of 1 pixel. At
wavelengths.3.5–3.7mm, the spectra show smaller thermal emission for the
pixels closer to the shadow line. The retrieved temperatures are 1756 8K,
1846 5K and 1956 4K for the cyan, red and black spots, respectively.
b, Spectral ratio of the cyan and black spectrum of a (solid line) and a synthetic
spectrum of water11 (grain size of 10 mm, dashed line). Instrument filters are
indicated by grey bars.
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Figure 3 | Ice and temperaturemaps. a, Icemaps:
ice abundance (by volume) as shown by the
colour scale under. The black pixels are those in
shadow or corresponding to sky. Isolated bright
pixels are due to instrumental artefacts.
b, Temperature images. White colours correspond
to high temperatures while red-brown colours
correspond to low temperatures (see colour scale
under). c, Scatter plot of ice abundance versus
temperature. The data points are extracted from
a and refer to the region of the neck near the
shadow. The error associatedwith the ice amount is
20%, and errors on the temperatures are ,3%
above 170K and,5% below 170K.
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610K, while the temperature of the well illuminated areas are up to
210K with an uncertainty of 62K (Fig. 3b). The pixels showing the
strongest 3-mm absorption have temperatures in the range 160–180K
and a derived ice content varying in a range between 56 1% and
146 3% (Fig. 3). The measured temperatures for these pixels are con-
sistent with the presence of water ice in the nucleus outer layers. Water
ice sublimation pressure19 varies by three orders of magnitude from
temperatures in the shadowed areas (,1 nbar), to temperatures in the
illuminated areas, where the activity occurs. A clear anti-correlation of
ice abundance with temperatures is seen (Fig. 3c) in the regions near
the shadows of Fig. 1b, indicating that the temperature is cold enough
to maintain ice at, or near, the surface in the shadows.
Most of the activity observed in the period August–September 2014

is from the comet neck6,7, where the region previously examined is
located (Fig. 1a). Activity from this specific region is seen in all the data
presented here, especially in the data acquired last (Fig. 1e), indicating
that a source of water exists to sustain the flux. The amount of water
flux coming from the superficial ice documented byVIRTIS represents
,3% of the total water flux measured by MIRO6 (see Methods for
calculations). From this, we can extrapolate that a much larger area is
affected by the same mechanism (although this larger area is not
directly observed) and is thus contributing to a larger amount of total
water flux. Indeed, all the Hapi region is subjected to this diurnal
shadowing effect which can lead to the outgassing over much larger
areas. It must be mentioned that the contribution to the total
outgassing from these surface layers sources is limited in time. This
is demonstrated by the progressive decrease of the abundance of
deposited water ice in pixels exposed for a longer time to the solar
illumination (see Fig. 3). In the case studied here, the presence of
surface ice close to the location of the jets indicates that the outgassing
source is likely to be in the uppermost layers of the surface.
The above description of VIRTIS observations of ice sublimating in

this neck region (Hapi) when an area emerges from shadow, and the
progressive decrease of the ice abundance away from the shadow,
clearly indicates that a cyclic sublimation–condensation process is at
work during each comet rotation.
Two possible mechanisms for the cyclic condensation of water on

unilluminated areas can be considered: (1) the condensation of water
vapour present in the coma, and/or redeposition of icy grains, on cold
areas on the nucleus20,21, or (2) the direct condensation of gas sublim-
ating from the subsurface under appropriate thermodynamic condi-
tions9,22–24. The first case could indeed occur in the region of the neck
where, because of the large concavity, sublimated molecules from an
illuminated region could impact and condense on nearby non-illumi-
nated areas. However, this mechanism seems to be more efficient at
small heliocentric distance when gas production rate is high enough to
enhance the re-deposited flux significantly20. The second mechanism
has been already suggested to explain the outbursts observed by the
Deep Impact mission on comet 9P/Tempel 1 that appear to occur near
sunrise on a particular area9, while extensive subsurface sources were
invoked to explain the overall ambient outgassing as the observed area
of exposed pure ice has a too-limited extent2. In addition, during the
fly-by of 103P/Hartley 2, the DIXI mission has revealed surface ice
notably only along the morning terminator, suggesting diurnal effects25.
The VIRTIS observations are now able to demonstrate that a mech-

anism similar to (2) above is at work; our thermo-physical model of
the nucleus, along with previous literature9,22,24, enables the diurnal
cycle of water to be quantified. When the surface is illuminated, water
ice sublimates mainly from the uppermost surface layers (Fig. 4 and
Extended Data Figs 3 and 4). When the surface goes into shadow (or
into the night side), a temperature inversion occurs between the now
colder surface layer and the interior layers which maintain a higher
temperature for a longer time; the magnitude of this process is con-
trolled by the duration of the shadow/night period and by the thermal
inertia of the material and extends to a depth defined by the thermal
skin depth. In the present case, the thermal inertia is constrained by

independent measurements4,6 and gives rise to a thermal skin depth of
the order of few centimetres (Fig. 4 and Extended Data Fig. 4).
Thus, within the few centimetres affected by the heat exchange,

water vapour still produced by subsurface sublimation in the warmer
subsurface layers flows through the pores and could re-condense if the
thermo-physical conditions of the colder upper surface layer allow it.
By this mechanism the surface layer becomes enriched in water ice.
The water ice in the uppermost surface layers will be stable until a new
cycle of solar illumination starts which will increase the surface tem-
perature and thus trigger again the outgassing of water from the comet
(Extended Data Fig. 3).
We thus suggest that the cyclic sublimation–condensation of ice

triggered by varying illumination conditions is a general process acting
on cometary nuclei. This process implies the cyclical modification of
the relative abundance of water ice on the surface of the comet, con-
tributing to the local water activity. This mechanism could lead to
differential erosion of the surface, producing morphological differ-
ences or enhancing prior existing inhomogeneities. This mechanism
could also contribute to activity arising from the pits on comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko26, being relevant to the shadowing
effects in the pits.
Moreover, the surface erosion of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko

could keep the water ice close to the surface, thus avoiding fading of
activity with time. Finally, as this comet moves towards its perihelion,
which will be reached in August 2015, the solar radiation will increase
with the inverse square of the heliocentric distance, and thus this
process of water sublimation–condensation will become progressively
more energetic, possibly leading to the formation of outbursts events
like those observed on the nucleus of 9P/Tempel 1.
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Figure 4 | Temperature and water vapour versus time. a, Simulated
temperature at different depths from the nucleus surface to the interior (see key
at right), over one rotational period, for a small region of the neck near the
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Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in theonline versionof thepaper; referencesunique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Data. VIRTIS observations were acquired in September 2014 when the Rosetta
spacecraft was orbiting at a distance of about 27 km from comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko’s surface resulting in a spatial resolution on the ground of about 7m
per pixel. During this period the instrument was observing the morning hemi-
sphere with a solar phase of about 60–70u. VIRTIS-M-IR data were acquired in
scanmode with an integration time of 3 s. The characteristics of the data here used
are reported in Extended Data Table 1.
Spectral modelling. In order to model nucleus surface spectra, a solution of the
radiative transfer equation in a particulate mediummust be applied. In this paper
we adopt the Hapke model17. Our analysis is performed on normalized spectra in
order to rule out the effect of surface roughness andminimize photometric issues.
We model the icy regions of the comet, following the equations below, as formed
by a two end-members regolith made of a ‘dark terrain’ (DT) and water ice. The
DT represents the average spectrum of the comet surface after photometric cor-
rection. Water ice is modelled as in ref. 27, starting from optical constants which
are obtained from refs 13–16 to cover the VIRTIS wavelength range.
We investigated two mixing modalities: areal and intimate. Areal mixtures are

obtained from a linear combination of the reflectances (r) of water ice and DT:

ref f~frH2O z (1{f )rDT ð1Þ
where f is the relative amount of water ice and reff is the effective reflectance of the
medium. Intimate mixture (‘salt and pepper’) is modelled as a linear combination
of the two end-members single scattering albedoes (w) and is given by:

wef f~fwH2O z (1{f )wDT ð2Þ
where the derivedweff is used to compute the final reflectance. In both cases, along
with the amount of water, the grain diameter d is also retrieved.
Themodelling of the observed spectra is performedby a retrieval procedure that

searches for the minimum of the reduced chi-square (x2R), namely the best fit
between the modelled (rm) and the observed (ro) reflectance:

x2R~
XN
j~1

roj {rmj
sj

� �2
1

DOF
ð3Þ

where j identifies each band (l), N is the total number of bands, DOF are the
degrees of freedom.
The observed spectra are corrected for spikes and instrumental artefacts. Among

the residual sources of error, like stray light and signal from the coma, instrumental
noise is the main contribution to the error of the measured reflectance (sj).
In Extended Data Fig. 1 we report, as an example, the result of a typical spectral fit

for a pixel exhibiting a certain amount of ice obtained in the intimate and the areal
modes. It can be noted that intimate mixing provides the best match with measured
spectra. The reason is that areal mixing increases the relative depth of 1.5-mm and

2-mmabsorption bands with respect to the 3-mm feature, while they are very weak or
absent across the data set investigated in this work. Given this, the water ice abund-
ance maps are obtained modelling the spectra as intimate mixtures.
The non-detection of thewater ice bands at 1.5mmand2.0mm indicates that the

water ice andnon-icy components are intimatelymixed. In fact an arealmixture of
1% of water ice and 99% of non-ice materials also yields spectra with well-defined
absorption features at 1.5 and 2mm as well as an increase in reflectance (Extended
Data Fig. 1). This was the case with comet 9P/Tempel 1, where ice-rich patches on
the nucleus have been modelled through an areal mixture containing 66 3% ice2.
Themaps showing the abundance of water ice (Fig. 3) are produced by setting a

threshold of 50 on themedian S/N of the spectra in order to avoid pixels in shadow
or not of the nucleus of the comet.
In Extended Data Fig. 2, we report the spectra of three consecutive pixels going

out of the shadow, and thus with decreasing abundance of water ice. The relative
accuracy of the parameters obtained from the spectral modelling (water ice
amount and grain diameter) is of the order of 20%, due to the instrumental noise
and the uncertainty on the level of the dark terrain.
Estimation of water flux. The contribution to the total outgassing was estimated
using only the extent of ice in our data. We calculated the surface area in the data
that contains the transient ice and the percentage of ice in such an area. Using that
information, and the pixel size, we computed the equivalent area covered by pure
ice. In the VIR data, this area is ,1 km2.
MIROmeasured about 1025 molecules s21 and they estimated that between 0.1

and 1% of the 67P nucleus surface is needed to explain the water gas production
rates if water ice were located on the surface6. Thus, using these values we can say
that the ‘transient ice’ seen by VIRTIS contributed ,3% to the total water flux.
However, this is the lower limit of the contribution. In fact we can extrapolate that
a similar fraction of the neck region, even if not observed by VIR due to obser-
vation conditions, is subject to a similar diurnal illumination effect and could have
ice deposits like the imaged area.
Code availability.The code used to generate the thermalmodels of comet 67P is a
direct implementation of a published model24,28,29. The code used to generate the
spectral fit is described above. The code used to retrieve the nucleus temperatures
of comet 67P is a direct implementation of a published method18.

27. Ciarniello, M. et al. Hapke modeling of Rhea surface properties through Cassini-
VIMS spectra. Icarus 214, 541–555 (2011).

28. De Sanctis, M. C., Capria, M. T. & Coradini, A. Thermal evolution model of 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko, the new Rosetta target. Astron. Astrophys. 444,
605–614 (2005).

29. Capria, M. T., Coradini, A., De Sanctis, M. C. & Blecka, M. I. P/Wirtanen thermal
evolution: effects due to the presence of an organic component in the refractory
material. Planet. Space Sci. 49, 907–918 (2001).

30. JPL Small-Body Database Browser. 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. http://
ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi (NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Spectral fit. a, b, Two mixing modalities, intimate
(a) and areal (b), are used to model the same spectrum; the spectrum is
identified by its position in the acquired image (‘sample’ and ‘line’) and its
spacecraft event time (scet). The threemissing parts of the spectra are related to
the wavelength ranges covered by the junctions of the filters which produce
significant artefacts. They are thus removed during the fitting procedure. The

spectra are normalized with respect to l05 1.8mm. For the areal mixture case,
the modelled absorption band at 2mm is relevant, even with the small
abundance (fH2O) and grain diameter (dH2O) we retrieved. This implies a
worse fit, as indicated by the larger x2 variable. The intimate mixture is thus a
better model of the spectra.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Spectral fits of comet nucleus spectra with
different ice content. From a to c, the depth of the absorption band at 3.2mm
decreases and the band centre moves slightly towards longer wavelengths.
In all cases the spectra are well modelled with a decreasing amount of water ice
(fH2O) and a constant grain diameter (dH2O) of that water ice. Missing parts
of the spectra and normalization are as for Extended Data Fig. 1.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Diurnal cycle of water. In the case reported here,
the sublimation of water vapour takes place in a deeper layer (see cartoon
for a graphic explanation). The water vapour filters up to the surface layers
(which are essentially dehydrated, as during the day we do not see any spectral
signature of ice) where, finding lower temperature conditions (as in the

night or in the shadow), it condenses and is trapped as ice. The subsequent
illumination of the surface leads to absolute loss of the condensed water
vapour. This is an effective mechanism of transport of H2O from deeper layers
to the surface.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Temperature and water vapour profiles.
a, Temperature profiles, andb, water vapour pressure profiles, from the nucleus
surface to the interior at different times: the blue curve is the profile when the

area is illuminated; the red curve is the profile obtained 6min after passing into
shadow; and the purple curve is about 40 min after passing into shadow.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Characteristics of VIRTIS observations
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Extended Data Table 2 | Main parameters used in the comet model

References cited in this table are as follows: refs 7, 12, 22, 24, 28, 29, 30.
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